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Droplet deformation as voltage
increases from left to right. Image
credit: Xuanhe Zhao. Click image to
enlarge. 

Deformation of Water Drop in Solid
Captured on Film
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A recent study  published in
Nature Communications
illuminates how water droplets
in solid materials deform and
burst when exposed to high
v oltages. The findings, reported
by  researchers at Duke
Univ ersity  and Harv ard
Univ ersity , may  help scientists
design more robust materials,
especially  insulators like those
used for power lines.

Scientists hav e known for
decades that fluid droplets in
gases or liquids, once charged
bey ond a certain limit, can
become unstable and deform
into a cone that emits a stream

of thin jet. Howev er, inv estigating similar phenomena in solids has
prov en difficult.

“Before instabilities of droplets can be readily  captured, solid materials
usually  fail,”  say s Xuanhe Zhao, assistant professor of mechanical
engineering and materials science at Duke Univ ersity ’s Pratt School of
Engineering. Normally  in a solid, as the droplet becomes unstable, the
matrix surrounding the droplet deforms drastically , leading to cracks
and dielectric breakdown long before the droplet completes its shape
change. “That’s the challenge and one of the reasons why  it hasn’t been
well studied,” he say s.

By  designing a sy stem that can prev ent the dielectric breakdown, the
team, led by  Zhao, was able to see just how a drop changes shape in a
solid under high v oltages. They  used a soft dielectric poly mer that
trapped either drops of sodium chloride or air bubbles. On the outside of
the poly mer, they  placed rigid films of fluorinated ethy lene propy lene.
The rigidness of the films prev ented the sy stem from failing completely
as the droplet deformed, keeping the material stable long enough for
Zhao to capture the full deformation cy cle of the droplet.

Part of the experiment performed as expected. As v oltage was applied to
the material, the droplet changed from a spherical shape into an
ellipsoid. Howev er, as the v oltage was increased, something unexpected
occurred. Unlike a droplet in air or liquid which forms a cone-shape
that emits a jet, the droplet in a solid formed a sharp tip on each end
before bursting into a thin and long tube.
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“The underly ing phy sics of an electrified droplet in solids are
fundamentally  different from that in liquid or air,” say s Zhao. “The
reason is simple. The matrix has elasticity .” Unlike in liquid or air, a
droplet in a solid has to contend with the matrix of the material
pushing back against it, which is what causes the droplet in a solid to
hav e such an unusual shape.

Now that they  hav e a better understanding on how electrified droplets
and bubbles deform in solids and cause failure, Zhao hopes it can be
applied to creating new materials that can better withstand high
v oltages. By  enhancing certain mechanical properties of a material, he
say s, y ou will be able to significantly  enhance the electrical energy
density  of the material. Controlling the deformations may  hav e
another use as well. Zhao’s team is now looking into using the
deformation of droplets in solids to create a tunable lens, a possible
inexpensiv e alternativ e to micro-lens design.  

Read the abstract from Nature Communications  here.
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